DECLASSIFIED

F 3 MN 20822
CLAS 5 PHEQ U
DTG 0220059 TCR 02205513 ACT N2
DIST AG00BF

RMN
A 08416 0 05000 0 35202 E 04909 F 05204
VKVUS PUSNAPYW2
C 220000 0 04905 0 05204
FM USS ORLECK
TO ZEN/CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT ZERU
INFO CINC/POFLT
CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT ZERO PT ONE
CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT ZERO PT TWU
CTG SEVEN ZERO PT EIGHT
CTF SEVEN SEVEN
CTG SE7
SEVEN PT SIX
CONSEVENTHTLT
CTG SEVEN SEVEN PT DOBR PT ONE
NCG WESTPAC NFDF NET
CONDESFCV FINS TWU
BT
S E C R E T NOFORN
SURVEILLANCE OF SOV MERSHIP 11)
SITREP 03 AS OF 220000Z OCT 69
1, (U) POSIT 1806998 108931672
2, (U) GSL 339, SPD 13 KTS
3, (U) FUEL 86 015
4, (U) WXT 5CT/VISBY 12NM/DEEP 03/SEAC TEMP 84/WIND FROM 110 DEG

PAGE TWO S E C R E T NOFORN
12 KTS/SEAC CALM
5, (S) MERCHANT IDENTIFIED VISUALLY AS SVIRSK, CLOSED TO 1500 YDS
ASTERN AND RECORDED APPROX 20 MIN. NARRATED SNOOPY VIDEO TAPE 22
INTELLIGENCE STILL PHOTOS TAKEN, SVIRSK HAS PATHFINDER TYPE RADAR
ANT ON HAST OF LOOP ON STACK, TWO FM WHIP ANTS, TWO UHF ANTS,
STILL NO ELECTRONIC EMISSIONS OBSERVED FROM SVIRSK, NO DECK-LOADED
CARGO, A GREEN CANSAS BAG IS VISIBLE AT TOP OF SECOND UPRIGHT,
APPARENTLY COVERING UNK PIECE OF EDDY OR ANT, OBSERVED SIX MALE,
THEIR FEMALE PERSONNEL ON DECK, SVIRSK STEAMING SBDY G56, SPD,
HEADING DIRECTLY FOR HAIPHONG, NO UNUSUAL ACTIVITY, NO DEVIATIONS
FROM RULES OR REQUEST.
6, (S) INTEND CONTINUE SHADOW 3000 YDS ASTERN SVIRSK UNTIL COMPLETION
PHOTOGRAPHY ETA SIXTY M41 FROM HAIPHONG 224100Z OCT 69
GP=4
BT
3130